Fact Sheet

Ayahuasca
Safety Profile
Studies in both animals and healthy humans have shown that
ayahuasca is a physically and psychologically safe substance1,2
when its composition is known, and when it is administered in
controlled doses in appropriate environments with the
necessary support.

What is ayahuasca?

About

» Ayahuasca is a decoction of the Ama- » Amazonian people use ayahuasca as
zonian vine Banisteriopsis caapi. The
a medicine, a channel of communicaword “ayahuasca” is a Quechua term
tion with the natural world, for divination
commonly translated as “the vine of the
and for strengthening social relations,
dead” or “the rope of the dead.” Different
and more. It is inherent to and inseparaAmazonian peoples have dozens of diffeble from many Indigenous and traditional
rent names for the brew and its variations,
cosmologies and central to their cultural
which are embedded in complex lineages
identity and political self-determination.
of traditional practices and knowledge.
In the last few decades, ayahuasca has
traveled beyond its historical territories as
» The brew is made by combining the
people from all continents have become
vine with other Amazonian medicine
interested in its therapeutic and psychosplants, most commonly Psychotria viripiritual benefits.
dis (chacruna) or Diplopterys cabrerana (chaliponga or chagropanga). These
admixture plants are responsible for the
dimethyltryptamine (DMT) found in the
brew, which is made orally available by the
monoamine oxidase inhibiting (MAOI)

Physical risks related
to ayahuasca pharmacology

Risks to
consider

» Ayahuasca does not produce toxicity
in the body or brain.
» Risks could be related to not knowing
the source or composition of the
brew. Ayahuasca can include a range of
ingredients in addition to the Banisteriopsis caapi vine and DMT-containing
admixture plants.
» Beta-carbolines found in the brew
could interact with certain foods, medications, or drugs. Specifically, harmala
alkaloids inhibit the action of monoamine oxidase (MAO), an enzyme present
in the gastrointestinal tract that degrades monoamines.
» The combination MAOIs with SSRIs
(selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors) or other medications is counterindicated.

Psychological risks
related to the nature
of the experience
» The occurrence of a difficult psychological reaction is the primary risk associated with the use of ayahuasca.
» The psychedelic effects of ayahuasca
can be very intense and the experience can be quite immersive, therefore it is
not uncommon for reactions of fear and
anguish to occur during the experience. These situations are usually transient
and resolve themselves during the experience or after effects subside.
» Adverse effects are sometimes experienced after the experience, particularly if it was especially difficult, if the setting in which they took ayahuasca was
not safe, or if they did not receive adequate support during or afterward.
» Risks can be reduced by following guidance of responsible and experienced
guides and facilitators.

Common adverse effects (or desired effects)?

Adverse
effects

» Nausea and vomiting are the main ad- » The most common “adverse effects”
verse effects produced by ayahuasca.3
experienced in a sample of 614 people were vomiting, nausea and diarrThese are not considered significant adhea. These effects are actually desired for
verse reactions by session participants,
users, who consider this process as part of
where they are understood as potential
a necessary purge.5
therapeutic effects – physical and psychological cleansing – and called la purga (“the purge”) in traditional Amazonian
medicine.4
» For many Indigenous people, purging
is the most important desired effect:
it helps them stay physically, emotionally
and energetically clean. 4

What about acute psychological
adverse reactions?

Adverse
reactions

Addiction

References
& Resources

Bibliography

» Psychiatric symptomatology amongst
cluding the reduction in criteria for the
ayahuasca users is rare, and seemingdiagnosis of psychiatric disorders.8
ly below the prevalence of psychiatric » Psychological challenges during an
problems in the general population. Reayahuasca experience are not a sign
gardless, ayahuasca is contraindicated for
of psychopathology, nor do they entail
people with grave psychiatric disorders,
long lasting psychiatric consequences.
particularly individuals prone to psychosis. 7
With the right integration support and in
» A recent study of acute psychological
the correct context, participating in a sesadverse reactions found that 17.5 persion can have positive, long lasting effects.
cent of participants (first time users who » For most people, overcoming the
met criteria for mental health disorders)
psychological or emotional challenges
experienced “intense challenging psychthat arise is a key component of the
ological effects.” None of the subjects
therapeutic benefits of the ayahuasca
developed psychiatric symptoms nor
experience.
experienced long-term consequences.
Most importantly, almost half of participants saw improvements. The authors
concluded that challenging experiences
can have positive long-term effects, in-

Is ayahuasca
addictive?

What about its
potential for abuse?

» Ayahuasca does not produce dependence (i.e. it is not addictive).9 Studies
with healthy volunteers have shown that
ayahuasca does not produce tolerance, thus it is not necessary to increase
the dose to achieve the desired effects,
which, together with the emetic effects,
protect consumers from overdose or
overuse.
» Ayahuasca use seems to act as a protective factor regarding harmful drugs
and alcohol consumption.
» Ayahuasca users have a lower prevalence of alcohol and drug use.14

» Available evidence suggests that
ayahuasca could be used for the treatment of drug dependence.11 Several
clinics in South America specialize in the
treatment of drug dependence using
ayahuasca.12 Recent studies found evidence of efficacy in the treatment of
drug dependence in different cultural
populations and treatment settings.13
» In neuroimaging studies with healthy
volunteers, no activation of brain areas
related to the reward systems – the brain areas activated by drugs with potential
for abuse – was observed. 10
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